The LAPD as well as several other police departments. They carry out the policing but also training, data cleaning and analysis associated with the algorithm.

Developed by UCLA professor Jeff Brantingham, from DOD funding. Cities + police departments benefit from it as way to say policing is objective/neutral. Also $67 per real estate.

Who funds it?

Who makes it?

Who benefits from it?

What ideologies does it uphold?

Settler colonialism, conceptions of land ownership, capitalism through profit from exploitation and harm of people, white supremacy through policing of black/brown communities.

Who implements the algorithm?

What can you do to disrupt the harm?

- Work to dismantle PredPol + LAPD's use of it.
- Reduce eventually abolish police
- Prevent academics from contributing to harmful research.

What is the tool for community resistance? Ecology:
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